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Abstract
Introduction: Oropharyngeal dysphagia is a highly prevalent comorbidity in neurological
patients and presents a serious health threat, which may lead to outcomes of aspiration
pneumonia, ranging from hospitalization to death. This assessment proposes a non-invasive,
acoustic-based method to differentiate between individuals with and without signals penetration and aspiration.
Objective: This systematic review assessed diagnostic validity of different methods for assessment of swallowing sounds, when compared to Videoﬂuroscopic of Swallowing Study (VFSS) to
detect oropharyngeal dysphagia.
Methods: Articles in which the primary objective was to evaluate the accuracy of swallowing
sounds were searched in ﬁve electronic databases with no language or time limitations. Accuracy measurements described in the studies were transformed to construct receiver operating
characteristic curves and forest plots with the aid of Review Manager v. 5.2 (The Nordic Cochrane
Centre, Copenhagen, Denmark). The methodology of the selected studies was evaluated using
the Quality Assessment Tool for Diagnostic Accuracy Studies-2.
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Results: The ﬁnal electronic search revealed 554 records, however only 3 studies met the inclusion criteria. The accuracy values (area under the curve) were 0.94 for microphone, 0.80 for
Doppler, and 0.60 for stethoscope.
Conclusion: Based on limited evidence and low methodological quality because few studies
were included, with a small sample size, from all index testes found for this systematic review,
Doppler showed excellent diagnostic accuracy for the discrimination of swallowing sounds,
whereas microphone-reported good accuracy discrimination of swallowing sounds of dysphagic
patients and stethoscope showed best screening test.
© 2018 Associação Brasileira de Otorrinolaringologia e Cirurgia Cérvico-Facial. Published
by Elsevier Editora Ltda. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Validade diagnóstica dos métodos de avaliação dos sons de deglutição: uma revisão
sistemática
Resumo
Introdução: A disfagia orofaríngea é uma comorbidade altamente prevalente em pacientes
neurológicos e representa uma séria ameaça à saúde, podendo levar a desfechos como pneumonia por aspiração, hospitalização, e até morte. A avaliação propõe um método não invasivo,
acústico, para diferenciar entre indivíduos com e sem sinais de penetração e aspiração.
Objetivo: Esta revisão sistemática analisou a validade diagnóstica de diferentes métodos para
avaliação dos sons de deglutição, quando comparados à Videoﬂuoroscopia da Deglutição para
detectar disfagia orofaríngea.
Método: Artigos nos quais o objetivo principal era avaliar a acurácia dos sons de deglutição
foram pesquisados em cinco bancos de dados eletrônicos sem limitações de idioma ou tempo
de publicação. As medidas de acurácia descritas nos estudos foram transformadas para construir
curvas ROC (Receptor Operating Characteristic) e gráﬁco em ﬂoresta (forest plot) com o auxílio
do software Review Manager v. 5.2 (The Nordic Cochrane Centre, Copenhagen, Dinamarca).
A metodologia dos estudos selecionados foi avaliada utilizando-se a ferramenta Avaliação da
Qualidade de Estudos de Acurácia de Testes Diagnósticos-2.
Resultados: A busca eletrônica ﬁnal resultou na identiﬁcação de 554 artigos; no entanto, apenas
3 estudos preencheram os critérios de inclusão. Os valores de acurácia (área abaixo da curva)
foram 0,94 para microfone, 0,80 para Doppler e 0,60 para estetoscópio.
Conclusão: Baseado nas evidências limitadas e da baixa qualidade metodológica, pois foram
poucos os estudos incluídos, e com pequeno tamanho amostral; de todos os testes diagnósticos
(index testes) encontrados para essa revisão sistemática, o Doppler mostrou excelente acurácia
diagnóstica na discriminação dos sons de deglutição, o microfone demonstrou uma boa acurácia
na discriminação dos sons de pacientes disfágicos e o estetoscópio revelou o melhor teste de
triagem.
© 2018 Associação Brasileira de Otorrinolaringologia e Cirurgia Cérvico-Facial. Publicado
por Elsevier Editora Ltda. Este é um artigo Open Access sob uma licença CC BY (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Introduction
Swallowing is characterized by an intricate neuromuscular
mechanism that requires a sequence of biomechanical activities, resulting in the passage of liquids and solids from
mouth to stomach, avoiding the airway.1,2 Dysphagia may
bring serious and potentially fatal health consequences,
which negatively impact the well-being, safety, quality of
life, and safety of patients.3,4 Aspiration is one of the
most serious manifestations of oropharyngeal dysphagia,
and may be the cause of undernourishment, chest infection,
prolonged hospital stay and, lastly, mortality.5 Prevalence
measurements for dysphagia diverge, depending upon the

etiology and patient’s age, but estimates as high as 38%
for lifetime prevalence have been reported in those over
65-years-old.6
To avoid unfavorable health results, detecting dysphagia early is crucial as well as to initiate an early referral
for diagnosis and treatment to minimize health threats.
The test named Videoﬂuroscopic Swallowing Study (VFSS),
which consists of asking a patient to swallow different foods
and liquids that contain a radiopaque contrast agent while
observed by a trained professional is often considered the
standard reference to determine of dysphagia exists.7---11
For this test, kinematic X-ray data for physiological swallow impairment and subsequent misdirection of swallowed
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material12,13 are observed by a trained examiner. However,
frequent VFSS test repetitions are not recommended due to
high radiation exposures.14
There is a noninvasive method that has been proposed by
acoustic means for swallowing analysis. Microphones and/or
accelerometers are used to record breath and swallowing
sounds, which are examined using digital signal processing
methods. Swallowing sounds have been widely associated
with pharyngeal reverberations arising from opening and
closing of valves (oropharyngeal, laryngeal and esophageal
valves), action of numerous pumps (pharyngeal, esophageal,
and respiratory pumps) and vibrations of the vocal tract.15
Literature on swallowing sounds to supplement the clinical evaluation of dysphagia has shown promising results.16,17
There are no studies correlating the diagnostic accuracy as
a method for the detection of swallowing sounds. Based on
the above, the aim of this systematic review was to answer
the focused question: ‘‘What is the diagnostic validity of different methods for assessment of swallowing sounds, when
compared to VFSS, for detecting oropharyngeal dysphagia?’’

119

Methods

Two independent reviewers (K.V.M.T. and R.S.S.) made the
ﬁrst preselecting cut by screening all articles on title and
abstract. Studies which did not appear to meet the eligibility
criteria were excluded. Next, they independently screened
full texts of this initial set of articles. Any disagreements
were resolved through discussion or referral to a third author
(B.L.C.L.).

120

Protocol and registration

Data collection process

124

PRISMA statement18 was used to guide the execution of
this systematic review; and the protocol was registered
on International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews
(PROSPERO) database (Registration n◦ CRD42016052771).

Data extraction was performed by one author (K.V.M.T.)
and checked by a second (R.S.S.). Disagreements were
resolved through discussion. A third author (B.L.L.C.L.)
became involved, when needed, to make a ﬁnal decision.

125

Eligibility criteria

Data items
The data collected consisted of study authors, year of publication, country, design, mean age and range, sample size,
number of patients, number of observations, index test, reference test, description, outcomes, and conclusions. Efforts
were made to contact the authors to recover any unpublished data, if the required data were not complete.

134

We have included diagnostic validity studies, which used
different methods for assessment of swallowing sounds compared to the reference standard: videoﬂuoroscopy (VFSS).
Different methods for assessment of swallowing sounds
could include ultrasound, acoustic analysis, cervical auscultation, swallowing accelerometers signals, and the Doppler
effect. Previous studies from all languages and with no
restrictions regarding age, sex and time of publication were
included.
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Exclusion criteria
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Articles were excluded from review based on the following criteria: (1) Studies in animals; (2) Studies that did
not perform ultrasound, acoustic analysis, cervical auscultation, swallowing accelerometers signals or Doppler effect;
(3) Studies that did not compare methods of diagnosis of
swallowing for both control and dysphagic group with the
VFSS reference standard; (4) Studies that did not present
validity measurements (sensitivity and speciﬁcity) or did not
present data enough to calculate them; (5) Reviews, letters,
conference, abstract, personal opinions.
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Information sources

136
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Medline), Scopus, Web of Science; and three grey literature
databases (Google Scholar, OpenGrey, and ProQuest Dissertation and Thesis). More information on the search strategies
is provided in Appendix 1. Furthermore, the reference lists
of the selected articles were inspected for additional literature. Relevant papers on this topic were also requested from
experts in the ﬁeld. The references were managed and the
duplicates hits were removed with the aid of EndNote Basic
®
X7 Software (Thompson Reuters, New York, NY, USA). We
conducted all searches on October 8th, 2016. An updated
search with the same word combinations for each database
above mentioned was performed on January 25th, 2017.

Study selection
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A computerized literature search was conducted in ﬁve
main databases, such as Cochrane, Latin American and
Caribbean Health Sciences (LILACS), PubMed (including
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Risk of bias in individual studies

176
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182

The included studies were assessed for methodological quality using the Quality Assessment Tool for Diagnostic Accuracy
Studies (QUADAS-2).19 The following four methodological
domains were measured for each trial: patient selection,
index test, reference standard, ﬂow of patients through the
study, and timing of the tests.
Two independent reviewers (K.V.M.T. and R.S.S.) used its
critical appraisal criteria to analyze all included articles,
scoring each criterion with ‘yes’, ‘no’, or ‘unclear’. Disagreements by discussion with a third author (B.L.C.L.) were
made when necessary. Figures of the risk of bias assessment
for all included studies were generated with Review Manager
5.3 (RevMan 5.3, The Nordic Cochrane Centre, Copenhagen,
Denmark).

Summary measures
147
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Sensitivity and speciﬁcity of the diagnostic tests were the
main outcomes evaluated. Positive Predictive Value (PPV),
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205

Negative Predictive Value (NPV), Positive Likelihood Ratio
(LR+), Negative Likelihood Ratio (LR−), Diagnostic Odds
Ratio (DOR), and Youden’s index were secondary outcomes.
The cutoff values used to interpret these data are presented
in Appendix 2.

Synthesis of results

221

Cochrane Collaboration guidelines20 was used to combine
individual results by means of a systematic review, with
Restricted Maximum-Likelihood (REML) estimation and the
DerSimonian pooled method. All statistical analysis was
crude, without adjustment for potential confounders. Some
of the required data were not speciﬁed in the articles, so
we calculated them. Review Manager 5.3 (RevMan 5.3, The
Nordic Cochrane Centre, Copenhagen, Denmark) was used
to draw Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves,
graphs, and forest plots. Heterogeneity within studies was
evaluated either by considering clinical, methodological,
and statistical characteristics or by using inconsistency
Indexes (I2 ), whereas a value greater than 50% was considered an indicator of substantial heterogeneity between
studies, and a random effect applied. The signiﬁcance level
was set at 5%.21
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Risk of bias across studies

206
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214
215
216
217
218
219
220

223
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Clinical, methodological, and statistical heterogeneity were
explored among studies.

225

Results

226

Study selection

227
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229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238

239

240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

Systematic searches yielded 554 results, as shown in the
PRISMA (Fig. 1). After removing the duplicates, a comprehensive evaluation of the 355 abstracts was performed
and 330 articles were excluded, resulting in 25 articles for
full-text reading. Grey literature search identiﬁed 253 studies, where none of the studies were selected. Also, after
hand-search of the reference lists and articles provided by
experts, no additional studies were included.
Therefore, 25 articles were retrieved for full-text reading. Twenty-two of them were excluded (Appendix 3).
Finally, three studies remained and were included in the
qualitative synthesis.

Study characteristic
The three included studies were published in 2004, 2013,
and 2015. They were conducted in Brazil,22 Japan23 and
United Kingdom.24 The sample size ranged from 10 to 30
healthy patients and 14 to 70 dysphagic patients. The index
tests used were microphone23 stethoscope with a microphone inserted into tubing at the bifurcation24 and sonar
Doppler.22
The consistencies and viscosities of the material used to
execute the reference test also varied. Abdulmassih et al.22
used three consistencies: liquid, 70 mL water and 30 mL of
100% barium sulfate; pudding, 70 mL of water, 30 mL of bar-
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ium sulfate; solids, club social biscuits soaked in barium
during the reference test. Jayatilake et al.23 used water
swallow test to group healthy and 3 mL water mixed 25%
barium group dysphagic during the reference test and Leslie
et al.24 used two consistencies, 3 boluses each of 5, 20 mL
thin barium and 5 mL yogurt during the reference test. The
liquid bolus volumes in the reference test varied from 324 to
70 mL.22 The size of the solid boluses was expressed in club
social biscuits soaked in barium. Characteristics of included
studies are described in Table 1.

Risk of bias within studies

251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260

261

Although no studies fulﬁlled all criteria of risk of bias, the
studies methods were very homogeneous and all possessed
low risk of bias for applicability concerns (Appendix 4). For
every study, item one of domain one that discuss risk of
bias of patient selection was scored as high risk of bias,
because each study recruited an experimental sample, without randomization of the enrolled patients. Item one of
domain ‘‘index test’’ was scored ‘‘unclear’’ for two studies, because of results of screening or the interpretation of
the test. The items reference test, ﬂow and timing for the
three included studies were scored ‘‘low’’. Fig. 2 summarizes QUADAS-2 assessments.

Results of individual studies

262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273

274

Abdulmassih et al.22 evaluated acoustic analysis of swallow
on 30 healthy patients and 30 dysphagic patients using a
sonar Doppler compared to the VFSS. The analysis of variance of the averages found in each variable --- frequency,
intensity and duration of swallowing --- shows there was a signiﬁcant correlation when compared to the healthy individual
curve.
Jayatilake et al.23 evaluated real-time swallowing sound
on 8 healthy subjects and 31 dysphagic patients using a
microphone compared to the VFSS. 71 dry swallows the automatic swallow recognition algorithm achieved sensitivity
93.9%; algorithm automatically detected all or some of the
swallowing events of all the 31 subjects dysphagic, and the
overall detection accuracy for the 92 swallowing episodes
was 79.3%.
Leslie et al.24 evaluated acoustic analysis of swallow on
10 healthy subjects and 10 dysphagic patients using a microphone compared to the VFSS. When the assessors were asked
whether the swallow was normal or abnormal, the sensitivity and speciﬁcity were low (sensitivity 62%, speciﬁcity 66%).
When consensus was reached among the raters, the majority
consensus gave 90% speciﬁcity, 80% sensitivity for detecting
swallow normality.

Synthesis of results

275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297

298

All three articles22---24 contained enough data to be included
in our systematic review. A diagnostic test validity table
was constructed using the data extracted from each study
(Table 2). In this table, all prevalence and accuracy measurements (sensitivity, speciﬁcity, PPV, NPV, LR+, LR−, DOR,
and Youden’s index) are presented. The total sample size for
BJORL 625 1---15
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Identification

Cochrane
(n=4)

LILACS
(n=13)

PubMed
(n=125)

5
Scopus
(n=318)

Web of Science
(n=94)

Records identified through first database searching
(n=554)
Google
Scholar
(n=189)

1

Open
Grey
(n=45)

ProQuest
(n=19)

Records after duplicates removed
(n=355)

Screening

Records screened and potentially
useful (n=25)
Grey Literature (n=0)

Experts
(n=0)
Updated search
(n=0)

Experts
(n=2)

Updated search
(n=0)
Reference lists
(n=0)

Reference lists
(n=3)

Eligibility

Full-text articles assessed for eligibility
(n=25)

Full articles excluded (n=22) due to:

Included

1- Studies in animals (n=0)
2- Studies that did not perform ultrasound,
acoustic analysis, cervical auscultation,
swallowing accelerometry signals and
doppler effect (n=0)
3- Studies that do not compare methods of
diagnosis of swallowing for both control
and dysphagic group with the reference
standard (n=22)
4- Studies that do not present validity
measurements (sensitivity and specificity)
or did not present data enough to calculate
them(n= 0)
5- Reviews, letters, conference, abstract,
personal opinions (n=0)

Studies included in quantitative and qualitative synthesis
(n=3)

1

Adapted from PRISMA.

Figure 1

305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317

Flow diagram of literature search and selection criteria.1

this systematic review was 117 subjects, 48 healthy subjects
and 69 dysphagic patients.
Sensitivity and speciﬁcity for different selected studies
varied substantially. The diagnostic accuracy (sensitivity,
speciﬁcity, and 95% Conﬁdence Interval) of each study
included in this systematic review is shown in Fig. 3. Sensitivity and speciﬁcity for microphone was 94% and 25% (95%
CI 0.79---0.99) respectively,23 sensitivity and speciﬁcity for
Doppler was 80% and 100% (95% CI 0.61---0.92) respectively22
and sensitivity and speciﬁcity for stethoscope was 62% and
66% (95% CI 0.32---0.84) respectively.24
The orders of the best diagnostic tests for dysphagic
patients were microphone, Doppler and stethoscope. The

orders of the best diagnostic tests for healthy patients were
Doppler, stethoscope and microphone.

Additional analysis

318
319

320

We chose to showcase the systematic review results in ROC
curves (Fig. 4). Because of differences in the assessment
of swallowing sounds methods, no cutoff point measures
were justiﬁed and thus no threshold effect was possible;
therefore, a symmetric curve was applied.
Regarding PPV values, the highest PPV values reported for
microphone and Doppler22,23 showing that these techniques
BJORL 625 1---15
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327

Summary of descriptive characteristics and outcomes of interest of the included studies (n = 3).
Sample size
n◦ of
patients

Sample size
n◦ of
observations

Index test

Reference test

Description

Outcome

Conclusion

Abdulmassih
et al., 2013,
Brazil18

46.4 (28---62)
healthy

30 healthy

30 healthy

Doppler

Acoustic analysis of
swallow

44.9 (28---62)
dysphagic

30
dysphagic

30
dysphagic

VFSS
Swallow material:
liquid, 70 mL water
and 30 mL of 100%
barium sulfate;
pudding, 70 mL of
water, 30 mL of
barium sulfate;
solids, club social
biscuits soaked in
barium

The prevalence in the
dynamic evaluation of
swallowing VFSS was
by changes in the oral
phase of swallowing.
The analysis of
variance of the
averages found in
each variable --frequency, intensity
and duration of
swallowing --- shows
there was a
signiﬁcant correlation
when compared to
the healthy individual
curve.

In patients with SCA,
the mean initial
frequency, initial
intensity, and ﬁnal
intensity were higher
and the time and
peak frequency were
lower, demonstrating
a pattern of
cricopharyngeal
opening very close to
that found in normal
populations.

(22---39)
healthy

15 healthy

8 healthy

Microphone

VFSS
Swallow material:
group healthy, water
swallow test; group
dysphagic, 3 mL water
mixed 25% barium

Real-time swallowing
sound-processing
algorithm for the
automatic screening,
quantitative
evaluation, and the
visualization of
swallowing ability

68.8
dysphagic

70
dysphagic

31
dysphagic

71 dry swallows the
automatic swallow
recognition algorithm
achieved sensitivity
93.9% healthy
subjects; algorithm
automatically
detected all or some
of the swallowing
events of all the 31
subjects dysphagic,
and the overall
detection accuracy
for the 92 swallowing
episodes was 79.3%

Swallowscope can
analyze swallowing
sounds in realtime
and generate
quantitative results:
the number of
swallows and the
swallowing duration,
which can assist
bedside screening,
and share them
through a
cloud-based system.
We achieved very
good performances in
terms of both the
positive predictive
value and sensitivity.

Jayatilake
et al., 2015,
Japan19
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Table 1

Mean age
range
(years)

Sample size
n◦ of
patients

Sample size
n◦ of
observations

Index test

Reference test

Description

Outcome

Conclusion

Leslie et al.,
2004,
United
Kingdom20

72 (24---78)
healthy

10 healthy

10 healthy

Stethoscope

VFSS
Swallow material: 3
boluses each of 5,
20 mL thin barium
and 5 mL yogurt

Acoustic analysis of
swallow

78 (65---90)
dysphagic

14
dysphagic

10
dysphagic

Comparison with
radiological deﬁned
aspiration/penetration
yielded 66%
speciﬁcity, 62%
sensitivity, and
majority consensus
gave 90% speciﬁcity,
80% sensitivity for
detecting normality
of a swallow, when
consensus is reached
among the raters.

Improving the poor
raters would improve
the overall accuracy
of this technique in
predicting
abnormality in
swallowing. The
group consensus
correctly identiﬁed
17 of the 20 clips so
we may speculate
that the swallow
sound contains
audible cues that
should in principle
permit reliable
classiﬁcation.

VFSS, Videoﬂuoroscopic Swallowing Study; SCA, Spinocerebellar Ataxia; RSST, Repetitive Saliva Swallowing Test.
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A
Patient selection
Index test
Reference standard
Flow and timing
0%

25%

50%
Risk of bias

High

75%

100%

0%

25%
50%
75%
Applicability concerns

Unclear

100%

Low

B
Risk of bias

Patient selection

Index test

Reference standard

Flow and timing

Patient selection

Index test

Reference standard

Abdulmassih et al 2013

−

?

+

+

+

+

+

Jayatilake et al 2105

−

?

+

+

+

+

+

Leslie at al 2004

−

+

+

+

+

+

+

− High

Figure 2

328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340

? Unclear

+ Low

Results from QUADAS-2 study quality assessment (A, risk of bias graph; B, risk of bias summary).

Study
TP FP FN TN
Abdulmassih et al 2013 24 0 6 30
29 6 2 2
Jayatilake et al 2105
9 3 6 7
Leslie at al 2004

Figure 3
(n = 3).

Applicability concerns

Sensitivity (95%CI) Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95%CI) Specificity (95% CI)
0.80 [0.61, 0.92]
1.00 [0.88, 1.00]
0.94 [0.79, 0.99]
0.25 [0.03, 0.65]
0.60 [0.32, 0.84]
0.70 [0.35, 0.93]
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Coupled forest plot of the sensitivity and speciﬁcity in videoﬂuroscopic swallowing studies compared and swallow sounds

were able to discriminate swallowing sounds without lesion
data 100% of the time. Doppler also reported to have the
highest NPV, distinguishing control patients from those with
acoustical analysis the swallowing 100% of the time.22
Regarding LR values, 3 studies showed LR+ greater
than 1.00 for swallowing sounds with stethoscope, microphone and Doppler,22---24 which means that all methods
captured argue for dysphagia.25 The highest LR+ value was
reported for Doppler (LR+ = ∞)22 followed by stethoscope
(LR+ = 1.85)24 and microphone (LR+ = 1.32)23 LR− values
closer to 0 were reported for Doppler and microphone,22,23
which means a low probability of disease when it is absent
in the examination.25

Finally, Doppler and stethoscope reported the highest DOR,22,24 indicating better discriminatory test
performance.26 The Doppler reported good Youden’s
Index (0.80).22

Risk of bias across studies

341
342
343
344

345

The main methodological limitations across studies were
related to poor reporting for Quadas-2 item ‘‘risk of bias
of patient selection’’ scored with high risk of bias. Additionally, a poor agreement across the index test’s observers
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0.8 O2
0.7

Sensitivity

VFSS, Videoﬂuoroscopic Swallowing Study; PPV, Positive Predictive Value; NPV, Negative Predictive Value; LR+, Positive Likelihood Ratio; LR−, Negative Likehood Ratio; ∞, inﬁnite.
a Data calculated by the authors from information available in the article.
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et al., 201519
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Doppler/VFSS

Dysphasic
sample size
Author, year
Group

Table 2

Diagnostic test validity data (n = 3).

Control sample Prevalence (%) Sensitivity (%) Speciﬁcity (%) PPV
size

NPV

LR+

LR−

DOR

Youden’s
index

1

0.6

O3

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

1

0.9

0.8

Legend
1 Jayatilake et al 2105

0.7

0.6

0.5
0.4
Specificity

2 Abdulmassih et al 2013

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

3 Leslie at al 2004

Figure 4 ROC curves of the sensitivity and speciﬁcity in videoﬂuroscopic swallowing studies compared and swallow sounds.

was related at two studies, or it was unclear, resulting in a
risk of bias of index test.

Discussion

349
350

351

This systematic review investigated different methods for
assessment of swallowing sounds comparing VFSS among
patients with oropharyngeal dysphagia. While several noninstrumented screening procedures have been adopted in
medical centers worldwide, efforts to develop improved
dysphagia screening methods with both high sensitivity and
speciﬁcity are currently in development. In this systematic review the presented Doppler has good sensitivity and
speciﬁcity to capture swallowing sounds and can be used
as a method of diagnosis of dysphagic patients and healthy
subjects, being a inexpensive and non-invasive method in
relation to the reference standard VFSS. The presented
microphone has high sensitivity and low speciﬁcity to capture swallowing sounds and can be used as a method of
diagnosis of dysphagic patients, while the presented stethoscope has low sensitivity and low speciﬁcity to capture
swallowing sounds and can be used as a method of screening
of dysphagic patients.
VFSS is a radiologic procedure, whereby subjects ingest
small amounts of barium-coated boluses while X-rays
penetrate the subject and the resultant images are videorecorded. The VFSS test allows immediate visual inspection;
however, it is time-consuming, non-portable and results
in some radiation exposure.27 Due to radiation exposure,
the VFSS procedure is limited in duration and cannot be
frequently repeated.28 Thus, new techniques need to be
developed to help assess the performance of the swallowing
mechanism.
Some reproducible characteristic sound patterns
have been reported to be heard during auscultation
BJORL 625 1---15
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of swallows with a stethoscope,29 microphone30,31 or
accelerometer30,32,33 and Doppler.22,34
We found only 3 eligible studies with data concerning
Doppler, microphone and stethoscope.22---24 No data were
found for accelerometry. The sensitivity and speciﬁcity
index values of tests varied among the included studies.
The differences in these scores probably reﬂect the method
of sounds of swallowing that are captured, placed on the
neck to detect cervical sounds generated during the swallow and breath sounds pre- and post-swallow. Microphones
and/or accelerometers are used to record breath and swallowing sounds, which are analyzed then using digital signal
processing techniques. The research on using swallowing
sounds to supplement the clinical evaluation of dysphagia
has shown promising results.16
The PPV and NPV values conﬁrmed the ROC curve results
(Fig. 2). The higher PPV related to Doppler showed a lower
risk of false positive results. In addition, a high NPV noticed
in Doppler evaluations indicates that there is also a lower
risk of under-diagnosis. It is important to emphasize that the
prevalence of a disease can affect PPV and NPV values. When
prevalence is high, true-positive results are more likely to be
found in the population instead of false-positives, increasing the PPV and decreasing the NPV, respectively.35 Similarly,
the DOR values of index tests reported indicate that Doppler
resulted in better discriminatory test performance22 and
satisﬁed the criteria required for an excellent diagnostic
test. Finally, LR+ and LR− values expressed better diagnostic
accuracy for Doppler.17 The Doppler reported good Youden’s
Index (0.80).22
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the ﬁrst
systematic review to validate sensitivity and speciﬁcity of
sounds of swallowing. These values, added to PPV, NPV, LR+,
LR−, ROC curve, and Youden’s index analyses, were used for
diagnostic accuracy.
In this study, the best diagnostic accuracy results were
reported when using Doppler for captured the swallowing
sound and can be used as a method of evaluation of dysphagic patients and healthy subjects, being a cheap and
non-invasive method in relation to the reference standard
VFSS.
Some methodological limitations of this review should
be considered. First, different methods of catching swallowing sounds were used. Furthermore, 22 studies had to
be excluded due to the lack of compared methods of diagnosis of swallowing for both control and dysphagic group
with the reference test may be due to exposure to radiation to healthy patients. Finally, regarding the risk of bias
from the included studies, no information about blinding was
reported by most of the studies. Also, the preponderance
of studies failed to report if the standard reference results
were interpreted without knowledge of the results of the
index test.
Studies that did not compare an index test with the reference test were not included, because only an acceptable
reference test can prove the clinical relevance and reduce
the risks of both false positive as well as the false-negative
ﬁndings. Studies lacking comparisons of methods of diagnosis of swallowing for both control and dysphagic group with
the reference test were also excluded.
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Conclusion

442

Based on limited evidence and low methodological quality
because few studies were included, with a small sample size,
from all index testes found for this systematic review, the
Doppler showed excellent diagnostic accuracy on the discrimination of swallowing sounds, whereas the microphone
reported good sensitivity for discrimination of swallowing
sounds of dysphagic patients and the stethoscope showed
best screening test on the discrimination of swallowing
sounds. Further studies with different methods for evaluation of swallowing sounds and with more representative
samples are fully encouraged. Additional studies on this
topic with a paired control group are also recommended.
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Appendix 1. Database search strategy.
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Database

Search (October 8th 2016; updated on January
25th, 2017)

Cochrane

‘‘deglutition’’ OR ‘‘deglutitions’’ OR
‘‘swallowing’’ OR ‘‘swallowings’’ OR
‘‘swallows’’ OR ‘‘swallow’’ in Title, Abstract,
Keywords and videoﬂuoroscopy OR
‘‘Videoﬂuoroscopy Swallowing Study’’ OR VFSS
OR ‘‘videoﬂuoroscopy study’’ OR ‘‘swallowing
videoﬂuoroscopy’’ OR videoﬂuoroscopic OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopic swallowing’’ OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopic swallowing study’’ OR
ﬂuoroscopy OR ﬂuoroscopies in Title, Abstract,
Keywords and ultrasonography OR ultrasound
OR ultrasonics OR ‘‘duplex doppler
ultrasonography’’ OR ‘‘doppler duplex
ultrasonography’’ OR ‘‘acoustic analysis’’ OR
‘‘acoustical analysis’’ OR auscultation OR
‘‘cervical auscultation’’ OR accelerometry OR
‘‘swallowing accelerometry signals’’ OR
‘‘swallowing sounds’’ OR ‘‘swallow sounds’’
OR ‘‘signal processing’’ OR acoustics OR
acoustic OR ‘‘doppler effect’’ OR ‘‘doppler
shift’’ OR ‘‘sonar doppler’’ OR microphone in
Title, Abstract, Keywords in Trials’
(tw:(‘‘deglutition’’ OR ‘‘deglutitions’’ OR
‘‘swallowing’’ OR ‘‘swallowings’’ OR
‘‘swallows’’ OR ‘‘swallow’’)) AND
(tw:(videoﬂuoroscopy OR ‘‘videoﬂuoroscopy
swallowing study’’ OR vfss OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopy study’’ OR ‘‘swallowing
videoﬂuoroscopy’’ OR videoﬂuoroscopic OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopic swallowing’’ OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopic swallowing study’’ OR
ﬂuoroscopy OR ﬂuoroscopies)) AND
(tw:(ultrasonography OR ultrasound OR
ultrasonics OR ‘‘duplex doppler
ultrasonography’’ OR ‘‘doppler duplex
ultrasonography’’ OR ‘‘acoustic analysis’’ OR
‘‘acoustical analysis’’ OR auscultation OR

LILACS
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PubMed

459

‘‘cervical auscultation’’ OR accelerometry OR
‘‘swallowing accelerometry signals’’ OR
‘‘swallowing sounds’’ OR ‘‘swallow sounds’’
OR ‘‘signal processing’’ OR acoustics OR
acoustic OR ‘‘doppler effect’’ OR ‘‘doppler
shift’’ OR ‘‘sonar doppler’’ OR microphone))
(‘‘deglutition’’[MeSH Terms] OR
‘‘deglutition’’[All Fields] OR
‘‘deglutitions’’[All Fields] OR
‘‘swallowing’’[All Fields] OR
‘‘swallowings’’[All Fields] OR
‘‘swallows’’[MeSH Terms] OR ‘‘swallows’’[All
Fields] OR ‘‘swallow’’[All Fields]) AND
(videoﬂuoroscopy[All Fields] OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopy swallowing study’’[All
Fields] OR VFSS OR ‘‘videoﬂuoroscopy
study’’[All Fields] OR ‘‘swallowing
videoﬂuoroscopy’’[All Fields] OR
videoﬂuoroscopic[All Fields] OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopic swallowing’’[All Fields] OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopic swallowing study’’[All
Fields] OR ﬂuoroscopy[MeSH Terms] OR
ﬂuoroscopy[All Fields] OR ﬂuoroscopies) AND
(ultrasonography[Subheading] OR
ultrasonography[All Fields] OR ultrasound[All
Fields] OR ultrasonography[MeSH Terms] OR
ultrasound[All Fields] OR ultrasonics[MeSH
Terms] OR ultrasonics[Text Word] OR
ultrasonics[All Fields] OR ‘‘duplex doppler
ultrasonography’’[All Fields] OR ‘‘doppler
duplex ultrasonography’’[All Fields] OR
‘‘acoustic analysis’’[All Fields] OR ‘‘acoustical
analysis’’[All Fields] OR auscultation[MeSH
Terms] OR auscultation[All Fields] OR
‘‘cervical auscultation’’[All Fields] OR
accelerometry[MeSH Terms] OR
accelerometry[All Fields] OR ‘‘swallowing
accelerometry signals’’[All Fields] OR
‘‘swallowing sounds’’[All Fields] OR ‘‘swallow
sounds’’[All Fields] OR ‘‘signal processing’’[All
Fields] OR acoustics[MeSH Terms] OR
acoustics[All Fields] OR acoustic[All Fields] OR
‘‘doppler effect’’[MeSH Terms] OR doppler
effect[Text Word] OR ‘‘doppler effect’’[All
Fields] OR ‘‘doppler shift’’ OR ‘‘shift,
doppler’’ OR ‘‘effect, doppler’’ OR ‘‘sonar
doppler’’[All Fields] OR microphone[All Fields])

Scopus

Web of
Science

11
(TITLE-ABS-KEY(‘‘deglutition’’ OR
‘‘deglutitions’’ OR ‘‘swallowing’’ OR
‘‘swallowings’’ OR ‘‘swallows’’ OR ‘‘swallow’’)
AND TITLE-ABS-KEY(videoﬂuoroscopy OR
‘‘Videoﬂuoroscopy Swallowing Study’’ OR VFSS
OR ‘‘videoﬂuoroscopy study’’ OR ‘‘swallowing
videoﬂuoroscopy’’ OR videoﬂuoroscopic OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopic swallowing’’ OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopic swallowing study’’ OR
ﬂuoroscopy OR ﬂuoroscopies) AND
TITLE-ABS-KEY(ultrasonography OR ultrasound
OR ultrasonics OR ‘‘duplex doppler
ultrasonography’’ OR ‘‘doppler duplex
ultrasonography’’ OR ‘‘acoustic analysis’’ OR
‘‘acoustical analysis’’ OR auscultation OR
‘‘cervical auscultation’’ OR accelerometry OR
‘‘swallowing accelerometry signals’’ OR
‘‘swallowing sounds’’ OR ‘‘swallow sounds’’
OR ‘‘signal processing’’ OR acoustics OR
acoustic OR ‘‘doppler effect’’ OR ‘‘doppler
shift’’ OR ‘‘sonar doppler’’ OR microphone))
Tópico:(‘‘deglutition’’ OR ‘‘deglutitions’’ OR
‘‘swallowing’’ OR ‘‘swallowings’’ OR
‘‘swallows’’ OR ‘‘swallow’’) ANDTópico:
(videoﬂuoroscopy OR ‘‘Videoﬂuoroscopy
Swallowing Study’’ OR VFSS OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopy study’’ OR ‘‘swallowing
videoﬂuoroscopy’’ OR videoﬂuoroscopic OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopic swallowing’’ OR
‘‘videoﬂuoroscopic swallowing study’’ OR
ﬂuoroscopy OR ﬂuoroscopies)AND Tópico:
(ultrasonography OR ultrasound OR ultrasonics
OR ‘‘duplex doppler ultrasonography’’ OR
‘‘doppler duplex ultrasonography’’ OR
‘‘acoustic analysis’’ OR ‘‘acoustical analysis’’
OR auscultation OR ‘‘cervical auscultation’’ OR
accelerometry OR ‘‘swallowing accelerometry
signals’’ OR ‘‘swallowing sounds’’ OR ‘‘swallow
sounds’’ OR ‘‘signal processing’’ OR acoustics
OR acoustic OR ‘‘doppler effect’’ OR ‘‘doppler
shift’’ OR ‘‘sonar doppler’’ OR microphone))
‘‘deglutition OR swallowing:videoﬂuoroscopy’’

Google
Scholar
Open Grey Swallowing OR deglutition AND
videoﬂuoroscopy AND ‘‘acoustic analysis’’
ProQuest
Swallowing OR deglutition AND
videoﬂuoroscopy AND ‘‘acoustic analysis’’
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Appendix 2. Test indicators extracted from De
Luca Canto et al.36

Appendix 3. Excluded articles and reasons for
exclusion (n = 22).

Test indicators

Data analysis

Author, year

DOR

The value of a DOR ranges
from 0 to inﬁnity, with
higher values indicating
better discriminatory test
performance. A value of 1
means that a test does not
discriminate between
patients with the disorder
and those without it. Values
lower than 1 point to
improper test interpretation
(more negative tests among
the diseased).
>1 --- diagnostic of interest
0 and 1 --- against the
diagnosis of interest
0 --- less likely the disease
=1 --- lack diagnostic valeu
80% excellent, 70---80%
good, 60---69% fair, <60%
poor
90% excellent, 80---90%
good, 70---79% fair, <70%
poor
Youden’s Index values close
to 1 indicate high accuracy;
a value of zero is equivalent
to uninformed guessing and
indicates that a test has no
diagnostic value.

LRs

Sensitivity

Speciﬁcity

Youden’s
Index

References

McGee25

No consensus in
this regard exists
in the literature.
No consensus in
this regard exists
in the literature.
Deeks et al.38

465

Reason for exclusion
39

Glas et al.37

464

Dudik et al., 2016
Dudik et al., 201540
Dudik et al., 201641
Frakking et al., 201642
Frakking et al., 201643
Golabbakhsh et al., 201444
Lee et al., 200645
Mérey et al., 201246
Morinière et al., 201147
Movahedi et al., 201648
Nikjoo et al., 201132
Reddy et al., 200049
Sejdic et al., 201450
Seidic et al., 201351
Selley et al., 199452
Spadotto et al., 200953
Spadotto et al., 200854
Steele et al., 201355
Stroud et al., 200256
Tanaka et al., 201257
Zoratto et al., 201058
Lazareck et al., 200459

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

466

Exclusion criteria: (1) studies in animals; (2) studies that did not
performed ultrasound, acoustic analysis, cervical auscultation,
swallowing accelerometry signals and doppler effect; (3) studies
that do not compare methods of diagnosis of swallowing for
both control and dysphagic group with the reference standard
(videoﬂuoroscopy); (4) studies that do not present validity
measurements (sensitivity and speciﬁcity) or did not present
data enough to calculate them; (5) reviews, letters,
conference, abstract, personal opinions.
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Appendix 4. Risk of bias in individual studies. QUADAS-2 criteria fulﬁlled.

Item

Abdulmassih
et al., 201318

Jayatilake
et al., 201519

Leslie et al.,
200420

Domain 1:
Patient
selection

Was a consecutive or random sample of patients enrolled?
Was a case-control design avoided?
Did the study avoid inappropriate exclusions?
Could the selection of patients have introduced bias?
Concerns regarding applicability: Are there concern that the
included patients and settings do not match the review
question?

N
N
Y
H
L

N
N
Y
H
L

N
N
Y
H
L

Domain 2:
Index test

Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of
the results of the reference standard?
If a threshold was used, was it prespeciﬁed?
Could the conduct or interpretation of the index test have
introduced bias?
Concerns regarding applicability: Are there concerns that the
index test, its conduct, or its interpretation differ from the
review question?

U

U

U

Y
U

Y
U

Y
L

L

L

L

Y

Y

Y

U

U

U

L

L

L

L

L

L

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
L

Y
N
L

Y
N
L

Domain 3:
Reference
standard

Domain 4:
Flow and
timing

Is the reference standard likely to correctly classify the target
condition?
Were the reference standard results interpreted without
knowledge of the results of the index test?
Could the reference standard, its conduct, or its
interpretation have introduced bias?
Concerns regarding applicability: Are there concerns that the
target condition as deﬁned by the reference standard does not
match the question?
Was there an appropriate interval between index test(s) and
reference standard?
Did all patients receive the same reference standard?
Were all patients included in the analysis?
Could the patient ﬂow have introduced bias?

Q3 Y, Yes; N, no; U, unclear; Risk: L, Low; H, High; U, Unclear.

Q4
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